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Presentation Notes
I’m presenting on the extension of the Help a Mother Out  (HAMO) CalWORKs diaper bank contract.  This extension is tied to a substantial expansion of the program to CalFresh, using state funds obtained independently  by HAMO.The program augments the resources of low-income families with kids under three.The Insight Center, a non-profit think tank, recently updated its family self sufficiency index, calculating the income needed by a family for a plain lifestyle in different California communities. They calculate that for a single mother with a preschooler to live in San Francisco -- no restaurants or movies, no birthday parties at Chuck E. Cheese – was $104,839.  The median rent for a one-bedroom apartment on the market in San Francisco is $3,700.  To be eligible for CalWORKs, that same family can make no more than $1,125 per month.To be eligible for CalFresh – without CalWORKs – she can make no more than $2,744 per month.  Her monthly cost of diapers is about $80.  Around the developments, corner stores open diaper packs and sell individual diapers for 50 cents.We could not provide that family with more cash assistance without jeopardizing their eligibility for benefits.
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Diaper Bank Accomplishments Since 2015

 Implemented the first diaper bank in a public sector 
setting.  It still is the only one.

 Three million diapers have been distributed to 2,700 
children.

 Diapers have entered the national dialogue about family 
poverty.

 California added a $30 per month cash supplement to 
CalWORKs for diapers.  

 California seeded $10 million in grants to local 
communities in California to start or expand diaper bank 
programs.
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Nora will help with animation so that points slide in as they are described.  
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Expansion to Non-Assistance CalFresh
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With the contract extension, HAMO and HSA will build on the infrastructure that has been developed through the CalWORKs program and expand eligibility to CalFresh households that are not otherwise on CalWORKs and that have children under three.This CalFresh eligible population is more than twice as larger as the CalWORKs eligible population.  It represents a 133% increase in diaper distribution at no additional cost to HSA.  
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Diaper Distribution Sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HAMO manages distribution and inventory for a network of sites.  In addition to the three HSA buildings that provide CalWORKs services, HAMO also works with five different neighborhood Family Resource Centers that issue diapers to CalWORKs families.  The number of distribution sites is expanding to include our 1440 Harrison and 1235 Mission Street offices.The Planning Team will be conducting a substantial evaluation this next year of the impact of diapers on family finances and parental stress, which will help information future directions for the program after this next year.  
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Questions?
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In encourage the Commission to approve this extension.I would also be glad to answer any questions.  The executive director and program director from HAMO are here in the audience, too.  
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